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         HIGHLIGHTS: 
          
         - Describes his understanding of promises made in Treaty #7 and 
         how they were later broken. 
          
         Inter:  Now, I have entered First Rider's home.  Here is 
         Nai-Me-Kai-Yai-Ye-Wa, also present and my son. 
          
              Okay, he is 60 years old now and you all know him by what 
         life he leads today and his old man E-K-Ist-Is-Wa also Dog 
         Child.  Okay, he will tell you about the first treaty payment 
         at the Blackfoot Crossing when the Tall White Man (David Laird) 
         came.  Okay First Rider. 
          
         First Rider:  Okay, now I'm going to relate what I have heard.  
         I wasn't standing beside the first treaty payment. Now what my 
         father had told me that there were these old people who tell 
         the story, one person named Ki-Ye-Ta-Ka-Kai (Sun Chief), 
         Nai-Tas-E-Nai (Wolf Chief) Ma-Ko-Ye-Nai.  These are people that 
         I have heard.  They weren't the only ones. 
          
              Now, Red Crow, here (on the Blood Reserve) was our leader, 
         a warrior chief.  That was one of the reasons our forefathers 
         became leaders.  Now the leader who is a warrior gives a feast 
         in the olden days.  He helps the people.  Those are the people 
         that we make all our plans with. 
          
              Okay, Crowfoot was the leader in the north (Blackfoot).  I 



         heard that Red Crow was an old leader and respected by Crowfoot.  
         Crowfoot right from the start was on the side of the white man. 
         When Tall White Man came to negotiate with us, Red Crow told 
         the interpreters, "Crowfoot is the one that knows the white man 
         and I will tell him what is going to happen." 
          
              Okay.  When they gave us payment, the treaty payments, 
         when they treatied with us, they (commissioners) told us to put 
         away our arrows, also our knives and bows. They also told us 
         that we will become their children.  "Now the Queen will have you 
         as her children in one arm and she will protect you with the 
         other arm.  That is how you are going to be as our children.  
         We are going to give you money now.  We will feed you."  These 
         are the first things they told us, they (commissioners) said.   
          
              Okay, Crowfoot agreed with these words.  When Red Crow was 
         asked if he will agree, he said, "What my friend (Crowfoot) 
         says, that is how it's going to be." 
          
              Okay, At the Blackfoot Crossing was where we were given 
         treaty payments.  What was related to me is quite detailed.  I 
         have only given you a brief summary when they gave us payments.  
         That is when they gave us $12.00, all children, men and women 
         alike received the same. 
          
          
              Later on at the centre hill, southeast of Fort Macleod, we 
         received payment. That was the time when Chief Bird was the 
         interpreter.  He was the one that knew thoroughly all the 
         promises.   
          
              That is when they promised us that we will receive rations.  
         Four days and there will be three days more when we will have 
         rations.  That day was called Middle Ration Day.  We will 
         receive two rations.   
          
              That is when they put away interest on the $7.00.  Seven 
         dollars will be put in trust.  They will take care of us on the 
         $7.00 for things that you need. 
          
              That was when they gave us rations. I heard that they 
         slaughtered forty head of cattle for the first ration and sixty 
         on the second rations.  The meat rations that we received at the 
         first ration day, they used something that made the meat turn 
         blue (here he point to location of slaughter house).  That was 
         the first time we were poisoned by the Queen and government.  
         Those people were just about all wiped out by the first ration. 
          
              Later on these promises started to change.  When the 
         rations started to decrease, they promised us that the $5.00 
         they gave us, they said, "They will continue on until the sun 
         burns out and the river stops flowing, also your rations, 
         education, medical treatment," these are the promises they made. 
          
              Now when these things happened (came about) they gave us 
         the reserve.  Red Crow wanted the land where the river flows 
         (the land between the two rivers was described in detail as the 



         original Blood Reserve).  We also claim the mountain because of 
         the forest for fuel, for housing, we also use the sap, the game 
         life for hunting.  Game was open on the reserve and will never 
         be closed.  That is what they promised us.  Also trapping 
         rights were also promised and will never cease.  There were a 
         series of promises made from then on. 
          
              Now, when we came back at the Belly River and settled 
         down, rifles were issued.  When they gave us rifles and 
         ammunition, they told us that as long as we are alive, we will 
         receive ammunition like we are receiving the rations now, also 
         traps to get food.  Later on, we started to get orders to buy 
         ammunition.  It wasn't too long after that only a few received 
         it when E-Me-Dai-Pis-Ki-Na distributed the ammunition.  There 
         weren't too many who received the ammunition.  They were issued 
         at the Old Agency.  After that I never heard ammunition to be 
         issued again. 
          
          
              The distribution of axes was also promised, also knives, 
         files, anything that we need to get food was issued.  Later on 
         these things didn't exist anymore. 
          
              The establishment of hospitals became a reality.  That is 
         where we received our supplies, even eyeglasses. 
          
              Later on when the location of the hospital was changed, 
         the promises made to us were also changed. 
          
              Now at the first treaty payment the promises that were 
         made to us started to disappear such as horses. Even studs were 
         issued, cattle were issued.  All these promises started to 
         disappear.  That is what the elders are saying now. 
          
              Now, the Mormons came to our land.  Red Crow loaned them a 
         parcel of land for them to spend the winter.  Now, when they 
         were spending winter here, they told Red Crow, "When spring 
         comes, we will go on our way and leave all these houses 
         behind." Red Crow replied, "You don't need to move away, you 
         could stay here."  That is what I heard of the Mormons. 
          
              Now, I can't relate any additional information on what was 
         related to me. I only heard it.  I didn't actually witness 
         them.  There that's all. 
          
              Now, on the Blood Reserve, we make use of the forest for 
         housing, for tipi poles, pegs, fuel, back rests, tripods for 
         cooking.  It finally came to the fires for Indian rituals, 
         sweetgrass for rituals, paints from the ground.  Food that we 
         eat grew on the surface of the land, such as wild carrots, wild 
         turnips.  Also we recieved our medicine from the ground. 
          
              We also made pipestems from trees, the rocks for the pipe, 
         and make our promises on it.  Now, all these are being taken 
         away from us, which are a part of our way of life. 
          
              Now, a lot of our medicine bags and other artifacts for 



         ritual purposes have been taken away from us. 
          
              Now, what are we going to use to stay alive because these 
         things were taken away from us? 
          
              Now, the promises made to us by the white man are not 
         happening.  All terms that were included in the treaty have 
         become very deceptive.  We Indians base our words on the 
         medicine pipe that is our promise.  All our words on it are 
         promises.   
          
          
              Today there are not too many people that know that when 
         the sun burns out, when the river stops flowing, that is how 
         long the words (promises) were supposed to last.  That is what 
         the Tall White Man (David Laird) based his promises on. 
          
              This person Shorty (Colonel Macleod) said, "That is how 
         long these promises made to you will last." 
          
              Today, they burned out the sun, they emptied the rivers 
         because the promises they made have all changed. 
          
              The things I mentioned are all the things that we get from 
         our land.  Now, most of these are gone, and we can't use our 
         artifacts for ritual purposes anymore. 
          
              Also in the past, we collected berries from the land and 
         the grass fed our animals in order for us to have food.  We 
         also had coal.  Now they have taken that away too. They also 
         promised us that we had oil, but we haven't benefitted from it 
         yet.   
          
              Now what more does the government want from us? 
          
              We ceased to have any more battles because they told us to 
         be peace-loving people and that as long as we live, they 
         promised that we'd be compensated for all the land.  Now, we 
         have given up fighting in battles.  Now, they are pushing us to 
         fight again and I don't like it one bit.  That's all.     
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